
1. Call to Order
2. Approved Minutes from 10-3-13
3. Additions to deletions from the meeting
4. Chair's Report
5. Curricular Items
   MOVED to First:
   f - General Education
     LIN 175 (G, older form G, revised syllabus, supporting report)  After much discussion and some concern about the SLO's – APPROVED (with T. Pence voting NO)
     In response to Terry Pence's concerns on whether courses like LIN 175 can qualify as social sciences, Kent Johnson provided this document: Restructuring Social Sciences. He further remarked the following:
     Dr. King heads the NSF-SBE (National Science Foundation Social, Behavioral and Economic Sciences) sponsored Institute for Quantitative Social Sciences at Harvard University. He is one of the top Social Science Scholars in the United States. In section 2.3 Dr. King clearly articulates a modern conceptualization of social sciences that represents a consensus perspective. This work is consistent with Karl Poppers conceptualization. From this perspective, Informatics clearly represents a social science field. Kent ran into Belle Wheelan, president of SACS, and asked in passing about this situation. She agreed that these courses (LIN, BIS) should count as social science courses.

a - College of Arts and Sciences
   History and Geography: MAPH (C2) HIS 528 (H: syllabus) HIS 625 (H: syllabus) HIS 689 (H: syllabus) HIS 317 (H: syllabus) WGS 385 (H: syllabus) WGS 386 (H: syllabus) – ALL APPROVED
   Integrative Studies: IST 194 -> 185 (K: number, descr, term) IST 496 (H: syllabus) IST 601 (K: number, title) ALL APPROVED
   Political Science and Criminal Justice: PSC 315 (K: number) PSC 340 (H: syllabus) PSC 375 (H: syllabus) PSC 440 (H: syllabus) PSC 465 (K: title) PSC 338 (M: deletion) MPA Public Leadership (C1: new track) PAD 630 (K: descr, title) PAD 631 (H: syllabus) PAD 632 (K: title) ALL APPROVED
   World Languages and Literature: Repeatability: ARI 380, CHI 380, FRE 180, FRE 280, FRE 322, FRE 323, FRE 330, FRE 480, FRE 481, GER 180, GER 280, GER 322, GER 323, GER 330, GER 480, GER 481, JPN 180, JPN 280, JPN 380, LAT 280, SPI 180, SPI 280, SPI 322, SPI 323, SPI 330, SPI 480, SPI 481. NOTE: x99 are non-voting. 5xx must go through graduate council first. ALL APPROVED

b - College of Business
   Marketing, Economics and Sports Business: MKT Major (C2) MKT Minor (C2) Both APPROVED

c - College of Education and Human Services
   Counseling, Social Work, and Leadership: SWK 566 (H: syllabus) COU 674 (K: descr, title) COU 622 (H: syllabus) ALL APPROVED
   Teacher Education:
   EDU 567 (H: syllabus) EDU 569 (H: syllabus) EDG 629 (K: repeatability) APPROVED
Advanced Nursing: Post MSN certificate program (C4: admission requirement change) MSN (C4: admission requirement change) APPROVED
Allied Health: Radiologic Science (New Program Proposal, to be posted this morning) RAD 308 (H: syllabus) RAD 309 (H: syllabus) RAD 486 (H: syllabus) RAD 208 (K: descr) RAD 208L (K: descr) RAD 209 (K: descr) RAD 209L (K: descr) RAD 216 (K: hours) RAD 286 (K: descr) RAD 296 (K: descr) RAD 334 (K: descr, hours, prereq, term) RAD 340 (K: term, non-voting) RAD 380 (K: number to 480, descr, hours, prereq) RAD 470 (K: descr, title) RAD 496 (K: descr, title, prereq, term) ALL APPROVED
Nursing: NRS 300, 400 (repeatability) APPROVED

Communication: MA COM (C2: change to core and elective courses) COM 602 (K: title) COM 635 (should be COM 625, K: descr) COM 595 (H: no syllabus) CMST 495 (H: no syllabus) PRE 495 (H: no syllabus) JOU 495 (H: no syllabus) POP 495 (H: no syllabus) MIN 495 (H: no syllabus) ALL APPROVED
Computer Science: Certificate in Information Technology (New Certificate Proposal) MSCIT (C2) CIT 596 (H: no syllabus) CIT 500 (M: prereq) CIT 501 (M: prereq) CSC 275, CS 375 (repeatability) ALL APPROVED

Old Business
Reports from subcommittees - none

New Business
Is there some interest in a committee for looking at cross listing of classes and one for minimum standards for rigor?

Adjournment